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Agenda: Proposed Amendment to Championship Regulations
Fleetwood entries
At today's date, we have received some 50 entries for Fleetwood. Some of these are from DMs who have
not yet paid their subscriptions; and entries (and subscriptions in some cases) have not yet come in from
ITA, ESP, POR, and CRO. We do however have 5 and are expecting a sixth from NQDMs. As I read the CR,
any NQDMs above 4 will gain any entry in Stage 3 if there spaces available. This could be done on 1st
March.
In the event that all 80 spaces are filled by 1st March, we will have to choose 4 out of the 5/6 NQDM entries;
in addition it would be nice to let at least 4 of these NQDMs know that their entries have been accepted.
The suggested modes of selecting them in no particular order are: Position in last WC
Date of receipt of correct Entry
Drawing of lots.
I believe that drawing of lots should only be used as last resort for sorting things out; Should we go 'the first
come first served route' it would be possible for one DM to 'hog' all the 4 places.

Motion proposed by JC
Seconded by KS
That, where the number of permitted entries by NQDMs exceeds the maximum allocated under stage 1 of
CR (6.2.1), the PC shall determine which 4 are selected by the following method:
One from each DM in the order of their highest placed boat from the last WC, followed by one from each DM
that did not compete in the last WC as described in CR 6.2.2 (ii).
The motion was carried.

